SCHOOL EVALUATION – ENRICHMENT GROUPS

Dear Parents/Carers,

Each year the school evaluates programs that operate in the school. This year we are evaluating enrichment groups and technology.

Below is a questionnaire related to the enrichment groups that have operated in the school for the past five years.

Your responses are confidential and will be used to help assess the effectiveness of the program and plan for the future.

Many Thanks,
Wilma Vallis
Relieving Principal

ENRICHMENT GROUPS – PARENTS

1. Has your child been involved in enrichment groups at Avoca Beach PS? ______________

2. If so, which enrichment groups? ________________________________

3. If so, what stage is your child? __________________________

4. How effective do you think enrichment groups have been?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

5. What did your child learn in enrichment groups?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

6. Did enrichment groups have an impact on the learning in the classroom? How?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
SCHOOL EVALUATION – ENRICHMENT GROUPS

7. Do you have suggestions on how enrichment groups could be improved?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

8. Add any other comments in the space below.

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Please return to school by Friday, 3rd December.